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OUR
VALUES

COMMITMENT
At Metal Tech Paints, our attempt
is to stay committed to all our
stakeholders, be it colleagues,
suppliers, associates or clients. 

OWNERSHIP
Metal Tech Paints believes in
creating entrepreneurs by creating
a conducive environment for
growth along with responsibility. 

Integrity has been the foundation
of our core values. This value is
ingrained in each decision taken
by MTPC and its employees.

INTEGRITY

OUR
VISION We offer to give client satisfaction through amazing quality,

administration and conveying savvy life well-being framework
arrangements.
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ABOUT
US

METAL TECH PAINTS & CHEMICALS PVT. LTD., Established in 2013 at Bhiwadi in
Rajasthan, is a leading Manufacturer of Pre-Treatment Chemicals, All Types of Paints,
and Primer Clears. METAL TECH PAINTS & CHEMICALS PVT. LTD. With their extensive
experience of supplying of Paint Removers Strippers, METAL TECH PAINTS &
CHEMICALS PVT. LTD. has made a reputed name for themselves in the market with high-
quality Paints and Chemicals.
Focusing on a customer-oriented approach, METAL TECH PAINTS & CHEMICALS PVT.
LTD. has a pan-India presence and caters to a huge consumer base throughout the
country. Buy Pre-Treatment Chemicals and paints in bulk from METAL TECH PAINTS &
CHEMICALS PVT. LTD.



PRE-TREATMENT CHEMICALS

Metal Tech Paints Pvt. Ltd. offers a
complete line of pre-treatment chemicals
for steel, galvanized, and aluminum
substrate such as iron phosphate and zinc
phosphate etc.

Degreasing Chemical

Metal Tech Paint’s degreasers are Alkaline-based on a
combination of ingredients that are combined in varying
degrees to obtain the desired cleaning/degreasing effect. The
Degreasing Powder (oil cleaner) provided by our company
comes as an industry-grade input that has observed a lot
many applications.

Derusting Chemical

Metal Tech Paint’s provides Derusting Chemical. DERUSTING
SOLUTION is a Liquid Acid, Surfactant, and Corrosion
Inhibitor based product primarily designed to simultaneously
clean and remove rust from steel and iron parts.

Phosphating Chemicals
Metal Tech Paint’s provides Phosphating Chemicals.
Phosphate coatings are predominantly applied to ferrous
and non-ferrous metals. However, it is also used Zinc and
Aluminium for some specific applications.

Wire Drawing Chemicals
We are engaged in providing superior quality Wire Drawing
Chemicals. These Wire Drawing Chemicals are appreciated by
a large number of customers. These chemicals are available
in the market at competitive rates.
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Descaling Chemical
Descaling Chemical has high-end mineral acid in the base.
Our product comes composed of high-quality.

Passivation Chemicals
Metal Tech Paint’s provides Passivation Chemicals.
Passivation Chemicals In order to obtain maximum corrosion
resistance over phosphate coatings, it is necessary to apply a
post-treatment in order to seal the parts.

Paint Stripper
We offer an array of Paint Stripper that is widely used in a
number of industries. They are made using high quality raw
material and are tested by our team of experts to assure its
quality. Mostly this kind of stripper is applicable for repairing
work on such machinery and equipments that cannot be
shifted from their places.

Chromatizing Chemicals

Metal Tech Paint’s provides Chromatizing Chemicals.
Chromatize coating is a type of conversion coating used to
passivate aluminum. It is primarily used for corrosion
preventive and paint bonding for liquid paint and powder
coating.
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PAINTS & PRIMER

Metal Tech Paints Pvt. Ltd. is a Manufacturer
of Paints & Primer. We have all range of
Paints & Primer. 

Wood Coating Sealer & Finish

We are the leading manufacturer of Wood Coating Sealer  &
Finish In India. wood sealer is NC based sealer which
provides a strong undercoat for french polishes and lac
based polishes. A Beautiful home needs constant
maintenance to keep the beauty from fading. 

Thermosetting Acrylic Paint

Metal Tech Paint’s provides Thermosetting Acrylic Paint.
Acrylic paint is very resistant to weather, water, and
chemicals. Furthermore, it can co-polymerize with other
monomers to achieve the performance requirements of
hardness and softness.

Polyurethane Paints and Primers
We manufacture of Polyurethane Paints and Primers, which
is manufactured using quality raw material ensuring a
smooth finish and high adhesion. Â Our range is available in
various shades, substrates so as to meet the clients’ specific
requirements.

High Gloss Stoving Paints
We manufacture of High Gloss Stoving Paints. Alkyd
melamine resin based stoving finishes. A protective and
decorative coating for all types of iron and steel articles.
metail Paints Stoving gives a hard glossy, tough and yet
flexible finish with excellent adhesion after baking.
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Etch Primer
Metal Tech Paint’s provides Etch Primer. ETCH PRIMER is
also known as WASH PRIMER and referred to as metal
conditioners. Compared with other corrosion inhibiting
materials, they are unique and most effective because they
offer in a single treatment several means of preventing
corrosion. 

Epoxy Primer Paint

Metal Tech Paint’s provides Epoxy Primer Paint. We are
engaged in bringing forth a comprehensive assortment of
Epoxy Coating. The offered array is highly acclaimed in the
market for its remarkable features.

TPA Paints
Metal Tech Paint’s provides TPA Paints. Owing to our
extremely talented team of professionals, we are engaged in
offering a supreme class range of TPA Based Paint. Our
offered range of paint is extensively recommended by our
clients across India for featuring variegated properties.

Heat Resistant Paint
Metal Tech Paints HR paint is a specially Developed product
for various applications where heat resistance to a specific
Temp range is required. HR 250 paint Black is designed for
Temperature resistance up to 250° C & it is available in matt,
semi-gloss & Glossy finishes.

PP Primer
We are among the reputed organizations, highly engaged in
providing an optimum quality range of Polypropylene Primer.
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LACQUER / CLEAR

Metal Tech Paints Pvt. Ltd. is a Manufacturer
of LACQUER / CLEAR. We have all range of
Lacquer / Clear. 

Catalyst Clear (Glossy And Matt)

We are the leading manufacturer of Catalyst Clear (Glossy
And Matt). Our range of AC products typically have excellent
application, curing and stacking properties in conventional
spray-painting facilities and modern application lines and
produce hard, flexible and chemical-resistant surfaces.

Glass Coat Clear (Glossy And Matt)

Metal Tech Paints GlassCoat is a transparent/translucent
glass coating. It can be applied on any glass surface for
decorative and aesthetic purposes.

PU Clear (Glossy And Matt)
We manufacture of PU Clear (Glossy And Matt). The eco-
friendly nature and good quality of this product is highly
well-liked amid clients. In addition to this, provided product
is hygienically packed and offered at reasonable prices.

QD Clear (Glossy And Matt)
We manufacture of QD Clear (Glossy And Matt). hard-wearing
coating for all interior woodwork has the least effect on the
color of the wood. A tough and durable gloss finish for all
woodwork and cork.
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Tpa Clear (Glossy And Matt)
Owing to our extremely talented team of professionals, we
are engaged in offering a supreme class range of TPA clear.
Our offered range of paint is extensively recommended by
our clients across the globe for featuring variegated
properties like high quality, balanced composition, water
resistance and longer shelf life.

TSA Clear (Glossy And Matt)
Supported by highly experienced professionals, we are
providing a qualitative assortment of TSA Based Stoving
Paint. The offered range of paint is well-known in the market
for its distinct features like correct composition and
remarkable quality.

Epoxy Clear

Owing to the efforts of our dedicated team of professionals,
we have been constantly engaged in offering the best quality  
Epoxy Clear.

Stoving Clear (Glossy And Matt)
We are the leading manufacturer of Stoving Clear in
Rajasthan. To cater to the requirements of painting, we
offered an enormous collection of Paints or Deco-prime Wall
Primer ST that are used to paint topcoats such as emulsions,
luster, distempers & render matt wall finishes.

Casting Resin

We are the leading manufacturer of Casting Resin. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed. Resin casting is a
method of plastic casting where a mold is filled with a liquid
synthetic resin, which then hardens. It is primarily used for
small-scale production like industrial prototypes and
dentistry. 
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THINNERS

Metal Tech Paints Pvt. Ltd. is a Manufacturer
of all types of Thinners. We have all range of
Thinners. 

Epoxy Thinner
Metal Tech Paints Pvt. Ltd. offers a better-quality and variety
of paint thinners like Epoxy Thinner. These manufactured
products are used in various fields across industries.

HR Thinner
We, at Metal Tech Paints Pvt Ltd, take the opportunity to
introduce ourselves as foremost manufacturers and
exporters of HR Thinner. Our company is formulating these
Thinners in compliance with industry quality standards using
certified quality of chemicals.

NC Thinner
We compose and offer a full assortment of high-quality
lubricant products utilizing NC Thinner, all engineered to
meet agricultural equipment lubrication needs. Our line-up
comes tested and proven in the field under some of the
toughest process conditions possible.

PU Thinner

We are the professional and experienced manufacturers,
suppliers and service providers of world class Polyurethane
Thinner. We are catering to some of the top notch Industries
in India by doing customization of Paints they require. 
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Tsa Thinner
We are among the reputed organizations, deeply engaged in
offering an optimum quality range of TSA Thinner.

Universial Thinner

Metal Tech Paint’s provides Universial Thinner. Universally
applicable thinner for Perfect Line products, such as primers,
base coatings, clear coatings, 1K and 2K coatings. The thinner
gives optimal flow results to the coat.

Washing Thinner
We offer an array of Washing Thinner. Wash Thinner Is Used
To Clean All Metal, ferrous, non-ferrous, surfaces Prior To
Paintings.it Gives Uniform, Glossy, Tough Film With Durable
Properties. 

Synthetic Thinner
We are rigorously engaged in offering an array of Synthetic
Thinners. We procure Synthetic Thinners from our credible
vendors, who use the best quality of chemicals in
manufacturing them. Our entity is based in Bhiwadi,
Rajasthan, and Delhi. 
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METAL TECH PAINTS PVT. LTD.

Corporate & Communication Office
Plot No. G1-551A, Riico Industrial Area, Chopanki, Bhiwadi, Rajasthan 301019.

Phone: +91-9017053411 | +91-8743850339

Email: info@metaltechpaints.com | metaltechpainta@gmail.com

web: www.metaltechpaints.com
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